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Abstract
In an experimental set-up in and around Helsinki, Finland (60°N, 25°E), we have detected pest insect immigration using weather radars and insect traps in the field. This study was part of a project to develop a system to give warning of a possible arrival of long-range migrant insect pests. Bird-cherry aphid, Rhopalosiphum padi, and diamondback moth, Plutella xylostella, were found on the ground following migrations in warm airstreams at the end of May 2007. This migration episode was successfully forecast by the meteorologists in the project team. For the summer 2008, we developed a pest insect immigration alarm system based on SILAM, a Finnish Meteorological Institute atmospheric dispersion model. The first important pest insect immigration occurred in late June, bringing bird-cherry aphids. Our alarm system correctly produced a warning of this immigration. We studied the migration path in the observed events in 2007 and 2008 with the help of the atmospheric dispersion model. Weather radars frequently showed rain echo over the area, but there was also a lot of echoes originating from the migrating insects. Using the polarimetric weather radar in Helsinki, we could differentiate insects from other sources of echoes. Insects were common in layers below 1 km, and were observed up to height of about 2.5 km. Using Doppler weather radars we were able to observe the speed and direction of the migration. The experiment showed that an atmospheric dispersion model is an effective tool for predicting the movement of airborne migrants. The alarm system would work still better, if the sources of the immigrants were known in more detail. In addition, the very simple modelling of airborne migration should be refined. Weather radars, and especially polarimetric systems, are able to detect insect migrations and reveal details of the phenomenon not obtainable by other means.

Introduction
The long-range migration of insects is greatly facilitated by wind, and in general weather has a strong effect on take-off, flight and landing (e.g. Gatehouse 1997). Pest insects capable of long-range migrations are common, and may cause most of the losses in agricultural production (e.g. Irwin and Thresh 1988; Kurppa 1989b; Westbrook et al. 1995a,b). In many cases, the pest potential of the immigrants is enhanced by their acting as plant disease vectors. The threat by immigrating pests may further increase
if they are from more aggressive strains, have developed insecticide resistance, or reproduce more and are better dispersers than their domestic counterparts.

Large annual changes of latitudes of many insect species occur mostly as successive migrations by a couple of generations, and not as back-and-forth displacements of individuals. Quite regular seasonal migrations have been observed in many moths and butterflies that are not able to overwinter in the higher latitudes where they occur during the summer (Mikkola 1967, 2003; Showers 1997; Chapman et al. 2008). Some of these migrations may even reach such remote areas as Svalbard (Coulson et al. 2002), with obvious loss of individuals from the population. Return migrations of butterflies and moths in the autumn to lower latitudes have also been observed (Mikkola 2003; Chapman et al. 2008). Weather radar observations in 1987, during a mass outburst of the bird-cherry aphid autumn generation, showed insect migration southeastwards from Finland (Nieminen et al. 2000).

Trajectories based on airstreams have long been used in studying insect migration cases (Mikkola and Salmenusu 1965; Scott and Achtemeier 1987; Wolf et al. 1987; Nieminen et al. 2000; Otuka et al. 2006). Modern meteorological analysis is based on numerical weather prediction (NWP) systems. For forecasting and studying the migration paths, we used SILAM, a Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) atmospheric dispersion model. Our studies concentrated on certain agricultural pests, the most important of these being the bird-cherry aphid (Rhopalosiphum padi), the diamond-back moth (Plutella xylostella) and the Colorado potato beetle (Leptinotarsa decemlineata). The aphids overwinter in Finland as eggs, while the moths are regular immigrants that are not expected to be able to overwinter locally. The beetles are quarantine pest insects, which means that no permanent local populations exist in the country. In 1998 and 2002, significant infestations were detected in southern Finland following aerial migrations of the beetles, but there were no such immigrations during our experiment.

Aphid migrations to Finland have been a regular cause of concern among national pest control agencies. One of the most severe cases of aphid immigrations happened in May 1988, mainly involving birch aphids, Euceraphis betulae and bird-cherry aphids (Nieminen et al. 2000). The bird-cherry aphid can cause considerable damage to cereals. Besides its direct damage, it is also a vector of the barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV). Rhopalosiphum padi overwinters in Finland on the bird-cherry, Prunus padus, by laying winter eggs (Kurppa 1989a). The winged adults migrate to grasses in the spring or early summer. The local population is monitored during the winter by counting the density of surviving eggs in the trees. These counts are then used for forecasting infestation levels in the spring (Kurppa 1989a). In 1988, the Finnish population of R. padi was numerous, following a population maximum in the previous autumn. But, in May 1988, a couple of weeks before the local populations were due to move to the fields, a massive immigration of these aphids occurred (Kurppa 1989a; Nieminen et al. 2000).

At the end of May 1995, the immigration of P. xylostella was unusually heavy, and the timing of the migration was exceptionally early. This caused a considerable crop failure in Finland and in Sweden (Tiiilikka et al. 1996). The first generation caterpillars in Finland lived on brassica weeds, and the resultant adults started to lay eggs just when turnip rape was in the seedling stage. The next generations lived on other brassicas. In some areas, there were as many as four generations, which is very exceptional in Finland. Another mass immigration of diamond-back moths took place at the beginning of June 1997. At the end of 1990s, diamond-back moth immigrations were detected by weather radars (Tiiilikka et al. 1996). In 1997, due to the rapid detection of the migration by a weather radar and identification of the moths in the fields by pest control experts, the farmers were able to take steps to control the moths in good time.

Entomological radars have been used mainly in special field studies on severe pest insects; these studies have been reviewed, e.g. by Riley (1989). Vertical-looking entomological radar systems have been used for long-term monitoring purposes (Beerwinkle et al. 1995; Smith et al. 2000; Chapman et al. 2002a). Weather radar echoes from insects have also been used in migration studies (Irwin and Thresh 1988; Nieminen et al. 2000; Lang et al. 2004). Our experiment is connected to a larger research project studying the applications of polarimetric weather radar, in which we have used the dual polarization radar in Helsinki for monitoring insect migration. Since the 1980s, weather radar detection of insect migrations has regularly been used in reports of insect migrations in Finland (e.g. Mikkola 1996). Polarimetric capabilities make the observing of insect migrations by weather radars more reliable.
**Materials and Methods**

Insect traps, and analysis of the catches

During summer, two suction traps are operated at Helsinki (Viikki) and Jokioinen in southern Finland by MTT (Agrifood Research Finland); these are part of a European network of suction traps with twice-weekly sampling. These suction traps provided us with quasi-quantitative data on migrating insects at the trap inlet level 12 m above ground. There are known efficiency reductions in the suction traps related to trap inlet size, insect size, and wind speed (Taylor 1962). In this experiment, we also used extra tow-net and yellow sticky traps with two protocols in insect trapping: continuous monitoring and migration alarm trapping. Migration alarm trapping was conducted when meteorologists in the project predicted a significant immigration – in 2008 utilizing a special migration forecast model. The trap sites are shown in fig. 1 in relation to the University of Helsinki (UH) polarimetric weather radar (60.20°N, 24.96°E).

For continuous monitoring, we used six rotating tow-nets and five yellow sticky traps. Five of the rotating tow-nets were situated on a line Jokioinen–Viikki about 2 m above the ground in open fields. One tow-net was on the roof at Kumpula about 25 m above ground level. The tow-nets rotated freely on tripods so that their circular inlets, 1 m in diameter, were always directed into the wind. Cloth bags collected the insects, which fell into a sample bottle containing 70% alcohol. On the fields, the tow-nets were sited so as to be easy to reach, at the edges of fields and in places where they would not disturb the agricultural work. At five tow-net sites, we also had sticky traps; catches from both trap types were removed for analyses at the same time. During a migration alarm, we placed extra yellow sticky traps at six more sites in the area. They were usually set in the morning and collected the next day. The distance of the extra sticky traps from the Kumpula radar was between 20 and 60 km (fig. 1).

All the tow-nets were in service from the beginning/middle of May to the end of June in 2007 and 2008. Suction trap samples were examined according to their routine operation, in which the sample bottles are emptied on to Petri dishes to identify the insects. The tow-net samples were treated in a similar manner. All the sticky papers were photographed for possible future analyses. The papers were then taken to a freezer to kill the insects. After freezing, the traps were covered with a transparent plastic for examination and storing. The insects were examined under a microscope. All the most important pest species were identified as exactly as possible, while other insects were identified to the level of families.

Weather radar observations of insects

Radar measures the properties of echoes returned from its transmitted pulses that are directed by its antenna into the surroundings. We used the C-band (5 cm wavelength) Doppler weather radars in southern Finland. The closest radar locations can be found in fig. 1 showing the study area, the FMI's Anjalankoski and Korpo sites are shown in fig. 4. The UH operates two radars for research purposes, the Kumpula radar in Helsinki being a dual polarization radar that can transmit and receive both horizontally and vertically polarized radiation. The other UH radar and the FMI radars used only horizontally polarized transmitting and receiving. The main parameters of these systems are roughly the same, the Kumpula radar information is presented in table 1.

The most important quantity in weather radar measurements is the radar reflectivity, which is used for quantitative precipitation estimation (e.g. Battan 1973). The reflectivity is calculated from the average received power of the echo. A huge number of precipitation particles contribute simultaneously to the echo signal. Averaging of the received signal over some tens of transmitted pulses is needed to reduce the effect of random fluctuations to an acceptable level. Weather radar echoes can also be produced by a
mixture of insects in the radar pulse volume; the reflectivity increases with both an increase in the number density of insects and with an increase of the size of the individuals (e.g. Riley 1985; Vaughn 1985).

Insects, including *P. xylostella*, that are large enough can be observed by weather radars as single targets. The range of detection in table 1 is based on the data in Chapman et al. (2002b) taking into account the difference in radar wavelength. In the case of small insects, there have to be many in the radar measuring volume to cause detectable echoes. As the *R. padi* aphids are small, and the long-range migrants are even smaller than average (Wiktelius 1982), it may be doubted whether their number density during migrations is high enough for detection at all (Nieminen et al. 2000). However, in all mass migrations of *R. padi* detected by traps in Finland there have been plenty of radar echoes from insects, even if the major contributors were other species. Meteorological radars used in cloud research are more sensitive than weather radars for small targets, and Wood et al. (2009) used cloud-radars to gather information on small insects as well.

A Doppler weather radar measures radial speed, and if that quantity is measured around the radar, the average horizontal direction and speed of the scattering media can be calculated. During insect migration, this method is used to get an estimate of migration direction and speed. A polarimetric weather radar measures a number of additional quantities as well. Differential reflectivity and co-polar cross-correlation coefficient were used in our study. These quantities significantly help in separating insects from other scattering media as the cause of echoes (Zrnic and Ryzhkov 1998; Lim et al. 2005). The body orientation in relation to the axis of polarization of the radar radiation has its effects on radar echoes; this has already been utilized for a long time to observe the collective orientation of migrating insects (Riley 1975; Irwin and Thresh 1988; Nieminen et al. 2000; Chapman et al. 2008). Observations of insects by polarimetric weather radars have also been of meteorological interest (Mueller and Larkin 1985; Achteteimer 1991; Wilson et al. 1994).

Due to the Earth’s curvature, the radar beam gets higher up as the range increases. In Finland, weather radars observe insect migrations within the lowest 3 km of the atmosphere, typical temperature at the insect layer top appearing to be about +5°C. In cool weather, the top level of migration may stay below 500 m; this is also typical for small nocturnal migrants taking off after sunset. In such conditions, even the lowest radar beam elevation already over-shoots the layer of insects at a range of 50 km.

### Meteorological data and immigration modelling

The archive of meteorological data for our study covers the summers of 2007 and 2008 from May to the end of June. We collected NWP data as well as satellite observations, for analysing the meteorological circumstances of the migration events. The NWP models used were HIRLAM (Unden et al. 2002) and ECMWF (2009). For estimating migration pathways, we used the air quality and emergency dispersion modelling system SILAM developed in FMI. This is capable of both forward and inverse simulations, for which Lagrangian and Eulerian dynamic cores are available (Sofiev et al. 2006b, 2008).

The SILAM system has been used for pollen applications since 2005 for both source apportionment and forward dispersion simulations (Sofiev et al. 2006a; Siljamo et al. 2007, 2008a,b). We conducted inverse simulations to the immigration observation site at Kirkkonummi, 32 km WSW of the Kumpula radar. The SILAM system used a 15-min time step, and evaluated 60 h backwards in time for each case. The horizontal resolution was 30 km and the area of the simulations covered practically the whole of Europe. The Eulerian dynamic core of SILAM evaluated a complete adjoint dispersion equation and also included removal processes, wet and dry deposition. We simulated pest insects as tiny particles (2.5 μm diameter); typical long-range transported particles in the atmosphere.

In the 2008 alarm runs, the dispersion model used for pollen was replaced by a specific dispersion model for bird-cherry aphids and diamond-back...
moths. Insects were modelled as particles in the same way as in the inverse simulations. The length of computations was 78 h (from −1 day to +2 days). The source area of the insects was the whole area limited by the latitudes 50 and 60°N, and the longitudes 20 and 45°E. The amount of migrants taking off was weighted using a land-sea mask for diamond-back moth and the fraction of birch for bird-cherry aphid. Fraction of birch was used, because birch and bird-cherry were found to grow in about the same area and the data on birch were already available for the model for pollen transport.

We used the timing of insect migration take-off as one input into SILAM, using a table in 1-h steps to determine the proportion of the migrants relative to the daily total. The tables were formulated differently for *R. padi* and *P. xylostella* following certain studies found in the literature. In principle, the aphids are daylight-active (Wiktelius 1981), while the moths take-off 1 h after sunset (Danthanarayana 1986). The observed two peaks in the flight activity of aphids (Wiktelius 1981) were not included in this modelling of long-range migration. However, the scheduling of take-off was according to the model time (UTC) over the whole source area, and the timing was not changed during the alarm experiment. Figure 2 shows the take-off distributions for the two species.

At the beginning, we propagated the modelled insects in the air layer between altitudes at 200 and 500 m. The index for insect immigration was computed as a 2-h, area and vertical average, so that the target area was inside a box with a vertical extent of up to 2 km; however, insects present at altitudes from the ground to 650 m made the main contribution to the index. The quantity given by SILAM for each province in southern Finland was converted into an index value between 0 and 4. The value was zero, if the temperature in the source area was <10°C. The calculus was adjusted using some statistics of typical results by SILAM. Those statistics gave the maximum limits for each province, which were assigned an index value of 4, indicating high probability of insect immigration and thus a severe warning. Other index values from 1 to 3 were then assigned evenly.

**Results**

**Migrations and pests in the traps in May 2007**

The main immigration of bird-cherry aphids occurred in Finland 24–28 May 2007, as shown in fig. 3. Hundreds of aphids were trapped in tow-nets during this period. The maximum number was 166 at Oinasjärvi, roughly 80 km NW of Helsinki. However, in the next period, the maximum of these aphids appeared near the coastline in the Kumpula tow-net and Viikki suction trap. The ‘domestic’ bird-cherry aphids were still on the overwintering host (*Prunus padus*) (MTT unpublished monitoring data) during the immigration period. The first two aphids already appeared in the Kumpula tow-net in the sample 14–16 May, and were probably extremely long-range migrants. At this time, airstreams from the S and SW also brought long-range migrant red admiral butterflies, *Vanessa atalanta*, to Finland (Luonnontieteellinen Keskusmuseo 2009).

Data from the Swedish suction traps (R. Sigvald, personal communication) show that maxima of *R. padi* migrants were observed during the warm airflow from the E–SE across the Baltic at the end of May. Maximum numbers were observed on the island of Gotland (Stenstugu, 500 km SW from Helsinki) in the period 28–30 May, about three times more than in other Swedish traps or in the Finnish suction trap in Helsinki (Viikki). In suction trap in St. Petersburg area (Pushkin, 300 km E from Helsinki), the first trap catches of *R. padi* were on 28 May, but only 12–15 aphids were caught before 15 June (R. Sigvald, personal communication).

Diamond-back moths were caught in sticky traps near the coastline on 28 May 2007, and in the Kumpula tow-net during the first days of June. The number of moths in our traps did not exceed the
pest alarm limit, but diamond-back moths were more numerous in southeastern Finland, and started to be observed by farmers on 30 May (A. Piirainen, personal communication). These localities in eastern Finland are 200–300 km NE of our study area; during the migration period, the warmest air mass from the south or southeast was flowing east of Helsinki area. The moths that arrived in eastern Finland were able to lay eggs, but a subsequent rainy period caused high mortality among the progeny. The second-generation immigration was observed in southwestern Finland on 7 July. Those insects probably originated from areas E–SE of Finland, where the migration at the end of May was characterized by longer lasting favourable airstreams than those present in eastern Finland.

The Finnish entomological database (Luonnontieteellinen Keskusmuseo 2009) shows some observations of single *P. xylostella* on 26–27 May in our study area, but larger groups of the moths were observed from 29 May onwards. Twenty-five moths were observed by P. Pakkanen on 30 May near the Järvenpää radar site 32 km NNE of Kumpula, while M. Leskinen noticed two moths making short flights beside the radar the next day. A total of 1500 diamond-back moths were collected by J. Kullberg on the island of Örö in SW Finland during the period from 29 May to 12 June.

**Weather and radar analysis in 2007**

At the end of May, a warm air mass with daytime maximum temperatures well above +25°C prevailed in areas south and southeast of Finland during the week before the insects’ arrival in Finland. Mostly sunny weather prevailed in the warm air mass, with a well-mixed boundary layer during the daytime. Low static stability of the air produced occasional local thunderstorms and more extensive mesoscale convective systems, causing some rain, but on average the local insect populations in a direction south and southeast of Finland experienced favourable conditions for growth and migration.

During 27–29 May, a large slowly moving frontal cyclone developed in Central Europe, pushing warm air towards the northwest from the Baltic States and Russia. The warm front reached the southern coast of Finland on 28 May, and remained there quasi-stationary for 2 days. The warm inflow culminated on the afternoon of 29th, when the temperature reached +27°C at several locations close to the southern coast of Finland, and +30°C widely over Estonia. The surface front bent back southwards on the evening of 30 May, so that close to ground level the wind direction was typically from the ENE and the temperatures 10–14°C less than during the day before. Although the favourable flow at the surface ceased, it still continued for a while at higher levels, as seen from the atmospheric soundings from Jokioinen in southern Finland, Tallinn in Estonia and St Petersburg in Russia.

The migration of insects over the Gulf of Finland started to appear in weather radar observations on 26 May. At first the migrants came from southwestely or westerly areas. The next day, migrants were coming from the S–SSW, although the flow gradually turned to also bring insects from the SSE. After a large precipitation area had moved northwards through the area during the night of 27–28 May, we observed strong insect migration below 1 km. The flow was then from the east near the surface, but from the south at a height of 1 km. At sunrise, the near-surface flow had its maximum at the 200-m level from the ENE at 13 m/s. Insect migration was a little weaker in the morning as a band of rain showers passed the area.

During 28–29 May, the flow near the surface brought insects from the sector E–NE, but at higher levels below 1 km the flow was from the ESE–S. Above this level, plenty of insects appeared up to an altitude of 2–2.5 km; they were mostly still in a
SSW–SW airstream. The number of insects was modified by some rain bands and cells, and on the afternoon of 28 May a strong rain band moving towards the NNE developed, blocking migration to the Helsinki area in the upper layers from the S–SSE, and later in the lower layers from the E. However, migration continued in the close vicinity of the rain areas. A typical speed of the migrants was 7–12 m/s. The daytime maximum speed on 28 May was 17 m/s from the SW at an altitude of 2.0–2.5 km. On the evening of the 29th, a wind maximum developed at the 400–600 m level, bringing migrants from the E–SE at 17 m/s.

Figure 4 shows an FMI weather radar network composite image of insect migration about 2 h before noon (08:30 UTC), and fig. 5 is a Kumpula radar vertical cross-section over the Gulf of Finland at the same time. The satellite image in fig. 6 displays the cloud systems at this time, showing that a clear weather area extended from southern Finland to the ESE–SSE sector, facilitating an uninterrupted flow of migrants. The yellow tinted areas north of the Gulf of Finland indicate a low cloud layer in the warm front area, while white and bluish-white areas show the position of high clouds, most of which were related to precipitation on the ground.

The most suitable weather for the long-range migration of *R. padi* and *P. xylostella* was therefore from the night of 27–28 May to late evening on the 29th. It is probable that the main *R. padi* migration occurred in the air mass transition between the 27th and the 28th. The delayed appearance of *R. padi* in the traps near the coast was directly related to the wind turning to bring insects from the Finnish mainland, i.e. from the ENE–NE near the surface. These aphids might have been immigrants on more local flights, or they may have descended near the coast from higher layers coming from the ESE–SE. For *P. xylostella*, that are probably able to continue migration after the first long-range flight, the easterly flows at the beginning of June may have been carrying the moths onwards from the main target area in the east of Finland.

Midsummer aphid immigration in 2008

Small numbers of bird-cherry aphids were caught in tow-nets during the first half of June in 2008. A sudden change happened on 23 June, when the numbers of this species jumped from a few to hundreds. The numbers of aphids in tow-nets varied from 33 to 730. After 3 days, the numbers of aphids were much less, from 3 to 104 individuals. Based on the overwintering population, the pest forecast in 2008 predicted, with one or two exceptions, only small amounts of bird-cherry aphids. The domestic population usually goes from *Prunus* hosts into the fields in the first part of June, and during midsummer winged aphids are not seen in the traps. Thus, it is probable that the late peak in the number of aphids was caused by long-range migrants.

The radar observed insect migration during the period 20–24 June coming from the SW–SSW with varying intensity. There were a lot of rain areas, but in many cases strong migration of insects could
Fig. 5 Kumpula radar vertical cross-section of radar reflectivity factor (dBZ) top and differential reflectivity (ZDR) bottom at 29 May 2007 08:26 UTC. The cross-section azimuth is towards the south, mostly over the Gulf of Finland. ZDR is above +7 dB in most of the echo due to the horizontal orientation of the elongated bodies of the insects, reflectivity is highest near the Finnish coast on the left and the Estonian coast on the right.

Fig. 6 Satellite Metop AVHRR composite image at 29 May 2007 08:26 UTC. The overlay map shows the meridians at 20° and 30°E, and latitude 60°N with the coastline of the Baltic, and the land border between Finland and Russia.
be seen right up to the edges of the precipitation. Already after midnight on the 20th, large numbers of insects were seen coming over the Gulf of Finland from the SW, below 500 m at speeds of 7–12 m/s. After some morning rain, insects migrated in large numbers from the SW at 12–15 m/s below 1.5 km between the rain areas. In the evening, the rain was more frequent and migrating insects appeared congregated in the clear weather areas. Migration was generally weaker on the following days. On the 22nd, insects were observed over the Gulf of Finland coming from the WSW; an extreme long-range migration over the large areas of water. Before noon on 23 May, quite a lot of insects arrived from the south below 0.5 km at 10–12 m/s ahead of precipitation, and, according to the trap data, it was probably at this point that the immigrant R. padi arrived.

SILAM results and alarm indices

The first approximation of the automatic insect alarm index was developed in spring 2008. The SILAM model (based on weather prediction model data from HIRLAM) gives the number of potential particles reaching the given target areas. At the end, the index values were calculated for cases of known migration, and these preliminary results were used for adjusting the index. The alarm indexes were also calculated using the ECMWF model fields for the special cases of summers 2007 and 2008 (24 May–1 June and 7th July 2007, as well as 19–23 June 2008). Comparing the results from these two different models indicates that the SILAM characteristics of dispersion may change from one NWP model to another. Also, of course, differences in the atmospheric forecasts between the two models affect dispersion as well.

We also used SILAM to validate the alarms of the three cases mentioned above. The target area was defined and then dispersion calculated backwards using the model field. In this way, it is possible to delimit the source areas of the particles simulating the insect movements. The results of all three cases are well in accordance with the original assumption: In May 2007, the insects originated from the Baltic and from the Karelian Isthmus, while in June 2008 they came from the southwest and the Baltic countries. This all confirms the results of our radar analysis. Trajectories to the Kirkkonummi trap (24-h period sample) are shown in fig. 7 based on the backwards calculation by SILAM using ECMWF data.

Discussion

Insect migration forecasts

Our results show that fruitful warnings of long-range migrations of pest insects can be based on NWP and atmospheric dispersion model. A better understanding of the conditions in the source area would provide better estimates of the start time and the intensity of insect migrations. Using soil moisture and land surface, temperatures derived from remote sensing as well as the state of the vegetation, for instance, would provide some keys with which to model the onset of migrations. Temperature thresholds should also be taken into account when estimating the ability of insects to take-off. In our alarm system, we introduced some post-processing that discarded putative migrations, if the air temperature turned out to be too low. The number of model migrants was also reduced if their flight-paths crossed precipitation areas.

The take-off of daylight migrants follows the rapid change in solar radiation and temperature in the morning, while nocturnal migrants are triggered very precisely by sunset (Gatehouse 1997). The most serious negative effect of the simple formulation of take-off in the migration forecast model is probably its lack of changing synchronization with local time. Moreover, the time of dawn and dusk are constantly changing relative to the UTC time. Daylight-active insects are not supposed to fly during the night, and nocturnal insects are supposed to land before dawn. In our modelling, this kind of diurnal flight periodicity was not included. Insects were allowed to continue their flight after take-off.

Despite the periodicity, terrestrial insects are expected to continue their flight above water as long as they can. The observations of P. xylostella at Svalbard (Coulson et al. 2002) showed that the moths continued flight during the day, and also below the temperature threshold normally related to their flight in the atmosphere (Chapman et al. 2002b). In addition, trajectories related to birch aphid migration into Finland suggested that the insects had flown over night above the Baltic (Nieminen et al. 2000). Radar observations revealed that aphids had obviously migrated through the night over the continental United States (Irwin and Thresh 1988) and in India (Riley et al. 1995). It should also be kept in mind that the migration episodes that we studied occurred in Finland, at the time of the year when there was no astronomical darkness during the night.
Applications

In general, the better that pest immigrations are predicted and detected, the more efficient are the control measures in agriculture or forestry. Especially when using biological control agents, the extra time provided by a good immigration alarm system is important (Atlamaz et al. 2007). The development of early warnings could be a part of national action plans related to implementation of EU pesticide policy.

The warmer conditions that have been predicted by climate change models (IPCC 2007) may help many pest species to invade northern temperate countries, like Finland. The local population of *R. padi* could also have a better winter survival rate, and overwintering of *P. xylostella* could be expected farther north than at the moment. However, the possible increase in summer rain in Northern Europe would kill more eggs or larvae of the moths in Finland than now, and the lack of snow cover...

**Fig. 7** SILAM model estimates of trajectories to the trap in Kirkkonummi (black dot) in May 2007 and June 2008. The colour scale is related to the probability of trajectories started at the first time in the legend, and ended in Kirkkonummi during a 24-h period preceding the second time in the legend. The suction trap locations in Pushkin (P), Viikki (H), Jokioinen (J), Tynävä (T), Umeå (M), Ultuna (U), Kölbäck (K), Stenstugu (S), Ingelstorp (I), Alnarp (A), Växjö (V) and Lanna (L) are shown on the 2007 case map.
during the winter might cancel out the advantage of a warmer climate. For *R. padi*, the milder winter may also cause harmful effects if the bird-cherry trees become more ice covered due to more frequent melting–freezing fluctuations during the winter.

It would be feasible to monitor pest species that are at present just occasional visitors, but which could establish themselves permanently and cause pest outbreaks. Some of these pests, for example the Colorado potato beetle, have a quarantine status that obligates national authorities to arrange adequate surveillance. In the Northern European forest sector, such occasional visitors are, for example the nun moth (*Lymantria monacha*) and the gypsy moth (*Lymantria dispar*) (Vanhanen et al. 2007) both of which cause pest outbreaks in Central Europe, but still occur in Finland in only very low numbers. As both species are extremely polyphagous, there is vast amount of habitat available for their establishment and further spread.

Migration surveillance might also be applied to mass-migrating insect species carrying pathogens of plant diseases. *Rhopalosiphum padi* can carry BYDV from abroad. In fact, BYDV is a complex of six different viruses, which are carried in the salivary glands of aphids, and transmitted in feeding to new hosts. As aphids are responsible for the spread of these viruses, the above-described aerial surveillance system could be used to identify when these potential virus-carriers migrate from southern latitudes to northern areas. This latitudinal migration phenomenon takes place not only in Europe but also in North America (e.g. Irwin and Thresh 1988), and therefore an early warning system for farmers could form a novel and integral part of a plant-virus management scheme both within the United States and between European countries.

Weather radar observations

Weather radars are not so well-adapted to insect migration monitoring as are entomological radars, but they are already available as networks. A Europe-wide weather radar network can provide similar information as in our study. Weather radars are used for mapping the location of rain, which is also important in pest insect management. Doppler weather radars can detect insect migrations, and give information on the direction and speed of migrants in various air layers. Compared to other weather radars a polarimetric system is a significantly more reliable tool for automatic insect migration detection because of facilities such as differential reflectivity, which help in separating insects from other causes of echoes. Polarimetric weather radars will inevitably increase our knowledge of insect migrations, and a multidisciplinary approach could open up new avenues for further research and development leading to operational applications.

Experience from end users

During the summer of 2008, we had a group of seven pilot users of the warning service. They were from Nylands Svenska Lantbrukssällskap, the Farma Rural Development Center, the ProAgria Association of Rural Advisory Centres and the UH. Pilot users got access to both weather and insect information as well as being able to check the warning web site. In principle, a warning would have been issued via mobile phones as well, but in 2008 no such large migrations occurred during the reporting period. The experiences of the first summer were brought together in the autumn in a workshop especially planned for the pilot users. Basically, the pilot users considered the service useful and interesting. Still, the summer of 2008 was unfavourable from the point of view of insect pests and it is therefore difficult to judge the usefulness in great detail. The main message was that this kind of warning service should be in operation for several years, because massive invasions take place very irregularly, and so it takes a long period of time to accumulate data to refine the predictions.
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